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We have lived
through remarkable,
if not unprecedented,
times
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Pandemic
Acceleration of
pre-pandemic
trends
• The rise of internet sales
• The growth of local,
convenient, authentic
• From people going to
where shops are to
shops going to where
people are

https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi

• Peak “stuff’/
sustainability
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“The current situation is an
existential threat to physical space
in retailing” (Andrew Murphy,
Executive Director Operations, JLP)
 Closed 16 out of 51 JLP stores
between onset of pandemic and
today
 Over that closure programme
sales have risen by 2%
(2019/2021)
 60% of all JL sales are now made
online
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“Living with the Virus”
New patterns emerging
 WFH/Agile working – heavily skewed
 Digital embeddedness – age impact
 Where people live – movement
 Covid not gone away; naturally
inclusive design
A long way off working through what this
will look like and mean
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Changing Scottish Context
Independence, Brexit, Covid
Social Renewal
A New Future for Scotland’s Town Centres
National Planning Framework 4
National Strategy for Economic
Transformation
 Retail Strategy
 Auditor General Skills Report
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Further Major Disruption
 The cost of living crisis








Ukraine
Climate emergency and net zero
Energy and food costs
Inflation
Disposable income decline
Food banks

 Operational costs for retailers including staff and
supply issues
 Volatility of patterns – post pandemic settling
 Growing dissonance between what retailers can
offer and what consumers want
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A New Crystal Ball
 You can’t de-invent the internet
 People’s needs and wants have
changed
 The country’s needs have
altered
 Unprecedented change
 We also have a demographic
and workforce problem
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Themes
 Omni and multi channel (ship from store)
 Home delivery – hyper local – dark stores?
 Fewer shops – polarisation between
functional and “experiential”
 And the same in placemaking?
 Local, smaller, sustainable (where the
people and products are)
 Broader base of organisational types
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Retailing is Socially
Constructed – we can
change its shape and future
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 So, what future do Scottish
convenience stores want – and
how do you/we create it?

Cost of living
Health and wellbeing
Sustainability
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

Leigh Sparks, Professor of Retail Studies, University of Stirling
Email: leigh.sparks@stir.ac.uk
Web/blog: www.stirlingretail.com
Twitter: sparks_stirling
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